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Mellon Certified Restoration Honored As
Successful Small Business in Pennsylvania!

Jim Mellon (L) and Lt. Governor Jim Cawley (R)

“Strong work ethic. Dedication. Loyalty.” These are just
a few of the heartfelt words that Jim Mellon, President of
Mellon
Certified
Restoration,
named
as
defining
characteristics of the staff that helped to develop his flagship
one-office venture into the expanding seven Pennsylvania
locations it has become in its 31 years of business.
Pennsylvania Lieutenant Governor Jim Cawley acknowledged
this success by touring and speaking at the headquarters of
Mellon Certified Restoration. Lt. Governor Cawley led the
state’s disaster recovery taskforce in the wake of Hurricane
Irene and Tropical Storm Lee.

During his visit, the Lt. Governor was given a personal tour
of the Philadelphia Metro branch’s fully stocked warehouse,
specialty services vehicle, and state of the art equipment.
The Lt. Governor took special interest in our custom
designed Mobile Ultra Sonic Cleaning Lab & Equipment
(MUSCLE) which utilizes Ultra Sonic cleaning technologies
to reduce breakage during the cleaning process. This can be
very efficient in losses involving large quantities of
salvageable contents.
Lt. Governor Cawley stated during
Chris Maluchnik, Emergency Services Director,
his speech, “we wanted to empower
gives Lt. Governor Cawley a personal tour of the
a risk taker, an entrepreneur, a guy
MUSCLE trailer.
like Jim Mellon to do whatever it is
he does best.” Citing his own personal experience with property damage he
added, “I know it takes a special kind of person to do what you folks do. You
must be doing it well to have been in business for over 30 years.” This special
appearance by the Lt. Governor was attended by local community leaders,
media, and company employees. Jim Mellon wrapped up a proud day in
Mellon Certified Restoration’s history stating, “Our success is based on showing our customers that we
care. This philosophy has been essential to our success over the last 31 years.”
See a video of the tour on our website or Facebook page www.facebook.com/melloncr!
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